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Dear XYZ

Please find our analysis for your Personalize Karma Index Report- 10 years future.
We thank you for giving us this opportunity to analyse your birth chart. The accuracy of the
predictions depends on the accuracy of the time of birth given to us by you. Kindly note that as per
Vedic Astrology the stars will control only 75% of your life and the critical 25% will be your own
efforts. We wish you luck and pray to God that you overcome all obstacles in your life.

With Warm Regards,
B B Sorcer
Astrologer
Team Cyber Astro
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Your Birth Details
Name

XYZ

Date Of Birth

27/ September / 1978

Time Of Birth

14:25:00

Place of Birth

Wayne, NJ, USA

Your Vedic Birth Chart

4

Brief Description of Your Vedic Birth Chart
Your Ascendant (Janma Lagna)
Your Vedic Sun Sign
Your Moon Sign (Janma Rashi)
Your Birth Star (Janma Nakshatra)
Retrograde Planet/s
Combust Planet/s
Exalted Planet/s
Debilitated Planet/s

Explanation of Your Natal Chart
1st House or Ascendant signifies the way a person will express his body, mind and soul to the
world at large. Apart from Ascendant (Janma Lagna), the other important parameter in our chart is
Moon-sign (Rashi). Moon signifies our Mind, which is shaped by all our experiences of past life
and this life and our past and present social and cultural roots.
In your chart, the lord or ruling planet of your Ascendant is Jupiter. Lord of your Moon-sign is
Moon, a natural benefic planet as per your horoscope or natal chart.
Jupiter being the 1st house or ascendant Lord Jupiter is placed in the 8th house in your natal chart
in exalted condition. Mercury is combusted and exalted whereas Venus and Moon are swagruhi in
your horoscope.
In your horoscope, Jupiter, Sun and Mars are considered as most favourable planets, whereas
Moon is considered as unproductive planet. Saturn and Venus are considered as functional malefic
planets for your ascendant vis-à-vis your horoscope. Mercury is a quadrant Lord in your horoscope
vis-à-vis your ascendant.
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Introduction to Karma Index
Karma Index is an extremely important tool that can manage your future and your life. It depicts
your astrological autograph from birth to the end of your life.
According to Vedic Astrology, your life in this world is the sum total of the effects of your Karma
from all your past lives and the effects of your Karma in this life.
In any human lifetime, we experience the effects of two types of Karma--our Past Karma that we
inherit from our previous lives and our Present Karma, one that we perform in this life by our own
choice and will power. What we inherit from our previous lives is the net balance of good and bad
deeds, which we call our destiny.
Our Karma in this life begins immediately after our birth, from the moment we utter our first cry
and take the first breath. As human life is God’s highest creation, God in His infinite mercy has
bestowed us with higher faculties, a will to shape our own future and destiny and moral sense to
discriminate between good and evil. In making everyday choices, we shape and participate in
creating our Present Karma. This Karma Index will help you in understanding this better and help
you shape your Karma, as Vedic Astrology truly believes that human beings are unique creations
of God as only human beings can shape their destiny through their will and effort.
The Karma Index that we are presenting you is the projected balance sheet of your life. Vedic
Astrology has captured this balance sheet from your natal horoscope, based on the information we
already have on file for you. As the permanent Chief Executive Officer of your life, we feel that
you must have this most important Strategic Tool to manage your life. By analysing your Karma
Index, you can gauge the rise and fall of your aspects and change the negative trends of your
horoscope. This accounting system is perfect as only God can make it, where every debit and credit
entry is recorded, so every good deed in this world will negate negative trends from the past. We at
Cyber Astro, after considerable research into ancient Vedic Astrology and with the help of
information technology are presenting the rise and fall of different aspects of your life in the form
of a projected balance sheet. It will change the way; you look at yourself, your life and the world
around you
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❖ What is Karma Index?
Your Karma Index is the cumulative Net astrological effects of 7 different planets-- Sun, Moon,
Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn--computed on the basis of your Natal Horoscope as per
the birth details supplied by you.
We have calculated the net effect of each planet (Algebraic sum of its positive and negative
effects) for each day. The algebraic sum of net effect of all the 7 different planets for any given day
is your Karma Index for the day. These effects have been computed on the basis of ancient Vedic
Astrological principles and are unique just for you. Your Karma Index chart that is reflected below,
is the line-graph of the cumulative value of the daily Karma Index plotted on the vertical axis. The
horizontal axis represents the time period.

❖ What is the Cumulative Karma Index?
The cumulative Karma Index (the blue line in the chart) is the collective value of the daily Karma
Index in the graph.
The starting day of this graph is July 1, 2017 and the ending day is June 30, 2027. The cumulative
Karma Index for the first day represents the index for July 1, 2017. The Karma Index for the
second day is equal to algebraic sum of the index for July 1, 2017 plus July 2, 2017 so on. The
cumulative Karma Index is like the running balance sheet of an individual’s life.
The graph also shows Moving Average (black line) for 182 days. The moving average is calculated
as follows: the first day value is equal to the average value of first 182 days daily value of Karma
Index. The second day moving average value is the average of 182 days daily value of karma Index
counting from the second day and so on so forth.
The third graph in the background (E.C.G. type graph in orange) represents the actual daily value
of Karma Index for the day.
Cyber Astro believes that through Astrology, we should be able to identify the bullish and bearish
periods of our life and know the turning points. Guided by these turning points, we can take full
advantage of the bullish periods and take corrective action for the bearish periods.
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Karma Index Graph for next Ten Years
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Cumulative Karma Index Table depicting 30 consecutive days
of positive & negative index values for next Ten Years
From Date

To Date

No of Days

Cumulative Points

Average Cumulation

03-11-2017

30-12-2017

58

264.368457508845

4.55807685360078

02-02-2018

08-03-2018

35

225.345197010051

6.43843420028719

16-04-2018

05-08-2018

112

789.031306641195

7.04492238072495

31-08-2018

18-10-2018

49

290.682380408886

5.93229347773237

11-03-2019

13-07-2019

125

983.305938769475

7.8664475101558

19-01-2020

27-02-2020

40

170.110351104654

4.25275877761636

07-05-2020

01-07-2020

56

358.250843526203

6.39733649153934

21-02-2021

13-04-2021

52

290.135366874076

5.57952628603993

01-05-2021

01-06-2021

32

250.48851727256

7.82776616476751

20-08-2021

18-09-2021

30

-139.505516169165

-4.6501838723055

21-04-2022

13-07-2022

84

712.898272171647

8.48688419251961

19-01-2023

17-03-2023

58

316.404359545545

5.45524757837146

26-03-2024

30-04-2024

36

208.464796731227

5.79068879808963

16-05-2024

08-07-2024

54

356.862737850701

6.60856921945742

16-07-2024

02-09-2024

49

297.593525954212

6.07333726437168

10-09-2024

18-10-2024

39

213.687784527897

5.47917396225378

02-12-2024

04-01-2025

34

159.564704272132

4.69307953741563

03-04-2025

10-05-2025

38

162.169551633098

4.26761977981836

24-06-2025

28-07-2025

35

143.10760967794

4.08878884794115

07-11-2025

10-12-2025

34

207.169697193599

6.09322638804702

09-02-2026

06-04-2026

57

293.371645888399

5.14687098049823

28-04-2026

03-08-2026

98

782.751397757515

7.98725916079097

03-03-2027

04-04-2027

33

103.451675605879

3.13489926078422

26-04-2027

30-06-2027

66

464.44468127152

7.03704062532605

Comments
Best Period
Worst Period
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Yearly Karma Index Graph

This graph denotes the total Karma Index accumulated by you in the corresponding years.
The higher the Karma Index value astrologically you are likely to fare better.
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Yearly Karma Index Table
In this table, you can view yearly cumulative astrological points acquired by you for every index. It
gives you a very clear overview of your past.
You can immediately identify by year, the rise and fall in different indices such as Wealth,
Efforts, and Happiness, including the Karma Index. The advantage of looking at all the indexes
in a table format is that you can compare different years. The normal way we usually we recollect
the past is "that year was very good for me" or "that year was very painful”
The high and low values and negative values will immediately prompt you to a process of
introspection and may give you a better insight – if a year was good, why was it so and if a year
was bad, in spite of your efforts why was it such? Suddenly the past will become much clearer to
you, and you will be fully equipped to handle your Karma Index to manage your future.
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Year wise Prediction through the lens of karma Index
For career ups & downs, we have to analyze the career Index and for financial ups and downs, we
should analyze Desire index and Wealth Index for positive opportunities. We should analyze
Windfall index as well as Detachment index for financial setback, losses and expenditures.
From overall Karma index value in the table, you will observe that 1st July, 2017 to 30th June,
2020 shall remain most productive, desire, Karma index values are showing not only positive but
also excellent trend. However soul and destiny indexes are showing mixed trend. Rest of the
indexes are showing positive and auspicious trend so you will have opportune period during this
period of time.
From 1st July, 2020 to 30th June, 2023 shall remain mostly mixed for you in every respect during
this period of time. Efforts, creativity, disease, destiny and desire index values are showing
negative trend mostly.
From 1st July, 2023 to 30th June, 2027 shall remain mostly mixed as well for you in general.
Efforts, creativity, disease and detachment index values showing either negative or else average
trend.
According to Karma index table the year-wise prediction for different aspects of life given below.
❖ Year One - 1st July, 2017 to 30th June 2018
This period will produce mixed results in most aspects of your life since most of the indexes are
showing mixed trend. Only Efforts Index is showing negative and challenging trend. Creativity
Index is showing average trend. There are some phases in life, wherein you are required to slow
down a bit and do the course correction, and this phase is one of them. No one would be able to
dent your confidence, but on some occasions you yourself may be a bit hesitant to put your foot
ahead. If you are travelling for work related matters, then you will have to be careful about your
health, as there are chances of facing fatigue related problems. Despite a lot of activity surrounding
you, you would be in a groove of your own, and would prefer finishing tasks, for which you may
have some priorities. Focus would be on building partnerships and getting results for pending
tasks. You may be perceived by others as being overambitious, but then it’s about your personal
aspirations, so it's better to go ahead. You would be able to spread the happiness you would be
feeling within, to the people around you. Your finances will be tight and adjustment regarding
major expenses, unexpected financial fears is most likely in this phase. During this phase, you will
have to be very careful and watchful about financial management. As there are chances of huge or
unplanned expenses, you must play a defensive game in this period. Overall, your monetary
conditions will be undertone and hence, you should be more protective towards financial matters.
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❖ Year Two - 1st July 2018 to 30th June 2019
Good in most aspects of your life as lion’s share indexes are showing positive and auspicious trend
during this period of time. Soul, Wealth, Disease, Destiny and Vocation are showing mixed trend
during this phase. This period would call for introspection and analysis of the situation at the
workplace. You will have to spot the strengths, and work towards making them click in your
favour, rather than letting your weaknesses get the better of you. Rather than seeking to take
centre-stage, you can focus on the subtler and fundamental areas, and this will help you to achieve
more stability. It would be better to adopt a more tactful approach while dealing with others. This
period would be all about converting the internal happiness and ideas into creative expression. In
this phase, instead of emphasising on self- development, you may start giving more importance to
joint efforts and absorbing the ideas from around you. The more you express yourself and exhibit
your talents, higher the chances of attracting gains and opportunities would be. You will do
extremely well in your profession and hence you can also expect extra gains or appreciations. Your
financial reputation will definitely be enhanced. This is a mixed period for your financial
management. You will also finish deals for new projects. You will work very methodically and
think strategically. You will be somehow comfortable in all dealings which will happen in this
period. Your action-oriented approach will pay you in a big way. Your relations with banks or
other financial institutions will be normal. If you are in process of arranging funds then this period
will help in fund raising.
❖ Year Three - 1st July 2019 to 30th June 2020
This is a mixed phase or period in most aspect of your life as most of the indexes are showing
mixed trends. However efforts, creativity, disease and detachment indexes are showing negative
and challenging trend. Hence you need to be careful about your health, hygiene and well-being.
During this phase, you would be able to experience inner happiness and more pleasant interactions
with people. Your ideas would be accepted more easily and you may get the due credit for your
initiatives. Due to a drastic rise in productivity and better support from authorities, there would be
almost nothing to complain at the workplace. The only thing that you need to keep in mind is that
being equanimous can help maintain the flow, and that frivolity can sometimes be a dampener.
You would be able to work in a more focused and dedicated manner now and will be able to
confidently put across your views in important situations. People may notice a sudden change in
your attitude and may sometimes feel that you are being forceful and persuasive. But, you do not
need to withdraw your steps, but basic tact and diplomacy will save the day for you. Work related
travels seem to be a high possibility in this period.
❖ Year Four - 1st July 2020 to 30th June 2021
This is a mediocre period in most aspect of your life including career & finance however efforts,
disease, destiny, desire and detachment index values are showing challenging trend duringS this
period. You need to rise to the occasion to handle things with aplomb. This period will prove to be
a payback period for the efforts that you may have put in the recent past. With sharper
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communication and more convincing speaking skills, you will be able to wonders at the work
place, and this aspect may get noticed by others easily. For more pleasant relations with people
around you, it would be good to be accommodative towards others' views. There will be a sense of
happiness and contentment from within, and this feeling will stem from the fact that you are being
able to be up to the task. Though relations with seniors and higher-ups would be good, you will
have to be careful that in your enthusiasm, you do no rub someone on the wrong side. You will
focus more on your health and will make it a priority which could be a positive health signal.
Health would deteriorate if you just ignore it. You are good analysts especially in health and health
conscious as well. So, bringing back your focus on health may have some very positive effects this
year. If you are suffering from any ailments, once the cause of a problem is known, the right
medicine can be applied and it will help you to recover fast. However, too much analysis and
tendency to remain concerned about health problems might be a hindrance. So, you need to keep
balance and try to channelize your energy in positive manner.
❖ Year Five - 1st July 2021 to 30th June 2022
This is an ordinary phase or period or rather ordinary year in most aspects of your life. However,
wealth, efforts, creativity, disease, destiny, desire and detachment index values are showing
awfully negative trend. Fluid movement and faster progress is indicated in this phase, and you
would be in a more relaxed and cheerful mood now. People around you may start being more
cooperative and may keep lending a helping hand, whenever required. This would be an excellent
time for forming new contacts and expanding your professional network. Some sudden
opportunity, with great earning potential may come your way, so keep your eyes open and grab the
opportunity right away. You would be able to perform and deliver results in a more effective
manner and meeting deadlines may not seem to be a big challenge. Somehow, your timemanagement skills would be good, and this will help you to utilise your time efficiently. Relations
with those in authority and seniors would be highly amicable, so you can make best use of this
aspect to present your ideas and to discuss important matters. Your health and vitality will not up
to your usual standards in this period. Low energy level may cause greater susceptibility to health
problems. Also, your ability to resist disease will be lowered during that phase. It will be advisable
to build up your resistance and energy level rather than treating just symptoms. Foot and scalp
massage, foot baths and healing techniques will yield beneficial results. By doing this, you will be
able to regain vitality and may feel more comfortable and healthy during this phase. You need to
be careful against allergies and seasonal health problems. You could be affected by stress also. So,
rest and relax more. Fix the priorities in your life and let lesser things go. It will help you to
register some definite improvements in your health.
❖ Year Six - 1st July 2022 to 30th June 2023
This is a mixed period or phase for you in most aspect of your life. However efforts, disease and
destiny index values are showing stressful and negative trend. This period or phase would be all
about going ahead and achieving practical results for all the meticulous plans and strategies that
you may have made. With good support from seniors and the required backing of luck in important
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matters, you should focus on going ahead and finishing tasks which can otherwise be difficult.
Travels, meeting new people and new opportunities seem to be on the horizon for you in this
phase. You are likely to view your relationship with family members or friendships as superficial
and unsatisfying and that might bring frustration in your life. Essentially, quantity in the
relationship department will be replaced with quality, and it may bring a bit more fulfillment
during this phase. Be cautious in your decisions and while dealing with people around you. You
would also need to keep your spirits high, as this period may bring along mental agony and
depression as well. However, you may also find solutions to some of your previous problems
during this particular time. You will have to maintain clean records in books of accounts. This
planetary cycle seems better for getting new financial opportunities also. You should clean up your
financial records and bring all practical matters up to scratch. Due to your hard work and
intelligence, profits in your regular profession etc will be much more. Chances of taking wrong
decisions are also expected so kindly avoid hasty decisions. You will find yourself overburdened.
The outflow of money is expected to be greater than the inflow. Moreover, keep an eye on your
finances and beware of thieves and unnecessary expenses. Implement well planned financial
strategies and pay focus on your health too. Summarily, this entire phase is not satisfactory on
finance ground.
❖ Year Seven - 1st July 2023 to 30th June 2024
This is also a mixed period or phase in most aspects of your life including career & finance as
maximum indexes are mixed trend. However efforts, creativity, disease and detachment index
values are showing negative trend. There will be lack of synergies in your life. This is a time of
high optimism and pleasant feelings. Your performance level will be quite better in this phase. It is
a good time to negotiate contracts or seek new career opportunities through communication. A
good time could be expected in your professional life. Your ability to plan ahead is quite good
now. This is the ideal time for long term career and job planning and this will ensure good financial
rewards in future. Hold on to your position and respect and do not put these into risk, at any cost.
Moreover, avoid any arguments with other business associates and try to keep your calm. Be
cautious in your decisions and while dealing with people. You would also need to keep your spirits
high, as this period may bring along mental agony and depression as well. However, you may also
find solutions to some of your previous problems during this particular time. Your success would
boost your self-confidence and strengthen your will power during this time. This is the ideal time
for long term business and financial planning and this will ensure good financial rewards. Your
mind will be capable of much expansion and growth now. This is a time of high optimism and
pleasant feelings. Your performance level will be quite better in this phase. In other words, you
will be able to showcase your abilities and talents but you should not to become over-confident. It
is a good time to negotiate contracts or seek new opportunities through communication.
❖ Year Eight - 1st July 2024 to 30th June 2025
This is a mixed period or phase in most aspect of your life. However efforts index value is showing
negative and demanding trend, whereas disease index value is showing a mediocre trend. You
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would face difficulties in your path, but if you would have positive mindset this period would turn
into your growth. Though, the period will be a difficult one. You would be able to handle this with
dominance and power which would gain you respect from others. You would be happy for various
reasons as there can be an auspicious event. Even though you would have many enemies around
you would be safe and enjoy better comfort. You would receive recognition and appreciation of
your hard work. Your involvement in spirituality would be surplus to shoot the troubles far away
from you. You could be facing the eye disorder, fever, dental problems and heart disease. The
adverse effects of this period would lead you to unwanted disputes and arguments. In the end,
everything will turn in your favour after passing through this trial period. Here, you will feel
uncomfortable due to lethargy, laziness and there will be some back ache or fluctuations in your
moods. Plus, there could be certain difficulties during adverse planetary transits. If you have had
health problem in past, it may resurface during this period. You may feel very much occupied and
there can be some unknown stress on your mind which might affect your health. Over-burden of
work may lead you to some health problems and fever or lack of vitality may make you feel little
weak. Your mental disturbance may reflect in some physical complaints or even ailments. Too
much hard work may also adversely affect your health and fitness.
❖ Year Nine - 1st July 2025 to 30th June 2026
This phase can be termed as a mixed period or phase of your life and most of the index values are
showing mixed trend. Two indexes--efforts and disease index values are showing negative,
demanding and challenging trend. Detachment index value is showing average trend. During this
period, you may feel a bit low on energy and may lack the spirit to take on challenging tasks. There
may be some communicational or judgmental errors, and this may lead to misunderstandings with
people at the workplace. If you have been waiting to research or conduct deep study about a
particular topic or subject, then this would be a good period, and you may come across some
unconventional ideas. You will have to be careful in your dealings with seniors and those in
authority. Do not let some unfavourable happenings dent your confidence, as things will start
getting better soon. If you were feeling low due to a lack of confidence or focus, then you would be
able to regain your strengths and start delivering. This will be a beneficial period for those into
extensive client dealings, partnerships, joint ventures, public relations and government related
work. You may receive good support from people at the workplace. High-profile meetings and
interactions with important people may transpire well in this phase. You are likely to get more
intensely involved in the tasks and discussions at the workplace.
❖ Year Ten - 1st July 2026 to 30th June 2027
This is a mixed phase in most aspects of your life including career & finance as maximum indexes
are mixed. However efforts and disease index values are showing bad and negative trend. So you
need to be careful. Rest of index values are showing mixed trend. Your inclination towards tasks
which require greater efforts and analysis may decrease and you may want to take things a bit more
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easily. Travel will prove to be beneficial and projects having foreign connections may now witness
some faster progress. Also, you would receive good help and support from people based abroad.
You will have to be more attentive and cautious when it comes to important matters at the
workplace and try your best to meet deadlines, otherwise the consequences may be unfavourable.
You would be able to achieve almost everything that you set your eyes upon. You will be blessed
with tremendous will power and determination, and will be able to focus on things with great
concentration. At the workplace, you would be unstoppable and you will be able to execute the
tasks assigned to you with élan and grace, and this is most likely going to impress others. This
would be a wonderful phase to begin new projects and to devise development. Your focus may
now shift towards enhancing your financial position and you may not hesitate from putting in the
required efforts for achieving this goal. This would be a good period for conducting presentations
and to unveil your ideas and programs to others, as you may come across unique ideas and
suggestions from others, which may add more value to your thoughts. Your success would boost
your self-confidence and strengthen your will power during this time. This is the ideal time for
long term business and financial planning and this will ensure good financial rewards. Your mind
will be capable of much expansion and growth now. This is a time of high optimism and pleasant
feelings. Your performance level will be quite better in this phase. In other words, you will be able
to showcase your abilities and talents but you should not to become over-confident. It is a good
time to negotiate contracts or seek new opportunities through communication. You will be openminded, philosophical, and inclusive while discussing your problems. Here, you may also suffer
from other hardships and mental anxiety. So, avoid undertaking any journey during this period as
you might incur some loss in it. Business wise, this may not be a good phase for you as you are
likely to face obstacles in career / business and failure in your endeavour. You are also likely to
lose some money due to its mismanagement.
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The Dasha Analysis for next 10 years as per your Natal Chart
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Answer to your specific primary Concern
Your Concern
Will I be rich, will I win lottery, will I be healthy, will I live long life, will I be happy?
Answer
You are now undergoing Venus main and sub period of Mercury ruling till end of 2017. Next
commence Ketu sub period ruling till February, 2019. Ketu is a strong malefic and incendiary
planet and Mercury is a quadrant Lord and Venus is a functional malefic planet in your horoscope
vis-à-vis your natal chart. Venus is placed in its own sign in the 11th house of gains with 5th house
Lord Mars causing a Raj-Yoga and Dhana Yoga.
Saturn is influencing the 11th house of gains. Such planetary placement indicates good and strong
financial position. Starting from February, 2019 to February, 2025 will remain highly favourable
for you pertaining to the pecuniary matters. This period will remain very auspicious and productive
for you vis-à-vis financial matters and this period will remain prolific and conducive for you to
consolidate your financial condition. You will definitely be rich in life.
In your horoscope, 5th house of speculation Lord Mars is placed in the 11th house of gains in the
constellation of Rahu and Rahu is placed in the 10th house in a friendly sign or house. Mars is
placed in the sign of exaltation i.e. Capricorn in your horoscope. In my opinion, you stand fair
chance of winning lottery and ideal dates for buying lottery would be 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27
and 30 in any month. Period starting from 27th November, 2019 to 3rd April, 2020 will remain
ideal and appropriate for you to buy lottery tickets.
You will have long life and you will be healthy. However, you may occasionally fall ill, as Saturn
is influencing the 6th house in your horoscope. So there are chances of having gout, sprain in the
ankle or injury in the leg portion or towards the lower portion of your body or physique.
The term ‘happy’ is a relative term and also bad and good days affect our lives in a cyclic order
and, in this sense, it cannot be said that there will be absolute happiness or abysmal sadness in your
life. If money, material prosperity and comforts are the embodiment of happiness in your life, then
you will certainly be happy in your life.
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Recommendation of most suitable astrological remedies
You should strengthen the planet Sun by wearing a Ruby weighing 5 carats in potency. It must be
mounted on a gold ring and worn on the ring or third finger of your right hand. The gem must be
put on first on any Sunday morning after bath & prayers. This will bolster the auspicious luck
factors and material gains in life.
You should also strengthen the planet Jupiter by wearing a Yellow Sapphire weighing 5 carats in
potency. It must be mounted on a gold ring and worn on the index or fore finger of your right hand.
The gem must be put on first on any Thursday morning after bath & prayers. This will further
empower your natal Jupiter positively.

In order to know more about the remedies given above, please click on the links below;
❖ Ruby Gemstone;
https://www.cyberastro.com/remedies/gems_ruby.asp
❖ Yellow Sapphire Gemstone;
https://www.cyberastro.com/remedies/gems_yellowsapphire.asp

May God grant you peace, prosperity and happiness in life!

With Warm Regards,
B. B. Sorcer
Astrologer
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